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Life can be wonderful. But it can also get complicated when unexpected events happen. Protecting your loan against death, disability, 
or involuntary unemployment could help you protect your finances.

Ever worry that you will be weighed down by debt if you ever have the misfortune of becoming involuntarily unemployed, sick, or 
injured? Or worry about the debt that you would leave behind for your loved ones if you were to die?

MEMBER'S CHOICE Borrower Security adds protection for life events such as accidental dismemberment, terminal illness, 
hospitalization, family medical leave, and the loss of life of a non-protected dependent. 

It's a debt cancellation protection agreement that can help cancel the principal and/or interest that you have remaining on your loan. 

Ask us to protect what matters 
most to you.

Sign up for MEMBER'S CHOICE Borrower Security 
when completing your loan or contact us toll free at 
(866) 264-6421 for more information.

Other benefits of MEMBER'S CHOICE 
Borrower Security include:

Protection of your credit rating and collateral

Simple eligibility requirements

Fast and easy enrollment 
(immediate for eligible borrowers)

Convenient 
(the fee is included right in your loan payment)

IN THE EVENT OF... Death Disability Involuntary 
Unemployment

WHAT HAPPENS... Protected borrower passes 
away.

A covered disability occurs 
due to injury or illness. A covered job loss occurs.

IT CANCELS THIS... 
up to the contract maximums

Your payments or loan 
balance. Your loan payments.  Your loan payments.

YOU MAY BE  
ELIGIBLE IF YOU...

Have an eligible loan. Are a permanent employee 
who is actively working.*

Are a permanent employee 
who is actively working.*
Are honorably discharged.

Safeguard your loan with MEMBER'S 
CHOICE Borrower Security. 
Protect your loan balance or loan payments today so 
your family can worry a little bit less about tomorrow.

Purchasing protection is voluntary and won't affect your 
loan approval. It's simple to apply. Ask a representative 
about eligibility, conditions, or exclusions.*

*Refer to the member agreement for a full explanation of Terms and Conditions.


